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News for HTR Users  
HTR Annual Seminar 2003    

We’re holding our Annual HTR Seminar 2003 in the heart of the thoroughbred Bluegrass this year, in 
Lexington, Kentucky.  The dates are Thursday July 31 - Sunday Aug 3.  The location is the Holiday Inn 
Lexington North.  We urge you to stay at this hotel as it will not only be the meeting place for the speak-
ing seminar, but the hub and gathering point for all the other activities.  Hotel reservation information and 
seminar sign-up are listed with the registration form on page 11.  A special rate of $79 per night has been 
arranged for HTR members.  This rate includes our rental of the seminar rooms, audio/visual and 
refreshments and allows us to present the seminar in a nice facility with minimal cost to you.    
 
We will be asking attendees for a seminar donation of $60 per person at the door.  No extra charge for 
spouses or couples attending.  A discount of $10 off your seminar payment if you send it in before you 
arrive.  The $50 fee will cover our additional expenses and efforts to provide you with the highest quality 
experience during the weekend.  There may be other small fees for admission to various places we visit, 
but be assured we are not making a profit from any of this. 
 
Handicapping presentations will be delivered, as always, by Tom Walters on betting strategy and Ken-
tucky handicapping, Don Nadermann with his incomparable data workshop and Access research lesson, 
and Ken Massa with an advanced discussion of velocity, energy, pace and late speed.  We hope to have 
one or more of the HDW staff talk to us as well.  The speaking portions of the seminar will take place on 
Friday and Saturday nights.  There will be a short welcome meeting on Thursday evening.  Exact times 
and seminar topics will be worked out as we get closer to summer.    
 
Tom Walters has arranged a rare private tour of Overbrook Farm for us on Sunday Aug 3.  This is the 
home of ultra-stallion Storm Cat, currently standing for $500,000 - the most expensive stud fee in the 
world.  We may also visit with Grindstone (Ky Derby winner), Cat Thief (Br Cup Classic champ) and the 
great sprinter Carson City among others.  Overbrook does not allow tourists on its farm.  We will be 
required to board a special group bus and promptly arrive and leave on time.  There will be an extra $20 
fee requested of you to take the tour and space is limited.  To experience something unique and very spe-
cial in thoroughbred racing -- don't miss this opportunity to visit Overbrook.   
 
We will be attending historic Keeneland racetrack on Saturday August 2.  You may optionally participate 
in the handicapping tournament taking place that day.  It is a good one with 4 NTRA qualifying spots and 
excellent prize money.  Contest entry fee is $100 - 3 entries maximum - win & place format.  Prior to the 
tournament that morning, we will get an interesting tour of the training facility and backstretch at Keene-
land.  Don will conduct his data and Access workshop on Saturday evening after the tournament. 
 
We really hope you'll join us for this fabulous weekend of all-things thoroughbred racing as you have 
never experienced it before.  To sign up, please complete and mail the registration form and mail your 
check to Tom Walters.  If the Overbrook farm tour is a priority for you, then send in the form as soon as 
possible.  First come first serve - limited to 40 visitors.  .  
 
Please turn to special page 11 for the printable Seminar Registration Form and hotel info sheet 
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Las Vegas Tournament News 
Championship at the Orleans 

 

The Spring edition of the Championship at the Orleans took place Apr 3-5 in Las Vegas at the Orleans 
Hotel.  Nearly 700 entries competing for a first prize of well over $100,000.  There were several interest-
ing developments throughout the weekend, be sure to read my 'diary' of the tournament on page 4.  Per-
haps the biggest story of the tourney was the low scoring.  The contest winner (Richard Eng) won the 
hundred-large with less than 7700 points - the lowest winning total in the history of the tournament.  That 
mild score leaves every other player with virtually no excuse for not winning. 
 
There was also a record number of HTR users in this contest - 20 players with more than 30 entries, 
including Bob Stark who earned a free shot by winning the competitive HTR Winter On-line tourney in 
February.  Ernie Logsdon, the very first HTR user from 1993, was our top finisher with about 6900 points 
and that landed him in 9th place with a check for about $7000.  Greg (Hurrikane) Parrott had an excellent 
tournament in his first try at the Orleans, winning the daily money ($3500) on Thursday and finishing 
26th overall.  The complete list of HTR finishers and participants is listed below. 
 
HTR Users at the Orleans - Finishers @ Top 200  
 

Name                    Finish   @Prize Money 
Ernie Logsdon (CA)            9        $7000 
 

Greg Parrott (MD)            26        $1000 + $3500 (daily) 
Mike Mayo (TX)               41        $1000 
Tommy Castillo (TX)          56        $1000 
 

John Buls* (WA)              75        $ 700 + $500 (daily) 
Ronnie Hopkins* (KY)         75        $ 700 + $500 (daily) 
Tom Walters* (KY)            75        $ 700 + $500 (daily) 
 

Wes Burquest (FL)           123        $   0 
Ken Massa (CA)              130        $   0 
Daven Turner.(OH)           145        $   0 
Don Marconi (PA)            156        $   0 
Bob Stark.(NV)              192        $   0 
Doug Craft (CA)             203        $   0 
 

* Group entry 
 
Other HTR users participating  
Gabby Armstrong  Barbara Buckley  John Buckley  Cliff Hartnitt  
Steve Mikkelson  Bernie Stroum  Gary Triplett 
 

Anatomy of a top-10 finish - Ernie's winning picks 
Ernie Logsdon played quietly and steadily in just his 3rd big tournament.  An excellent 9th place finish 
with nearly 6900 points that put him within 700 points of winning it all.  He told me that he definitely 
followed the KM dictum to be patient and hold out several bullets until the end!  That strategy was critical 
to his success as most of his key winners were hit late in the day.  One look around the room at 3:30pm 
and you just know there aren't many players left in the game, except the HTR people who are always 
sticking it out and smartly saving bullets until late.  Ernie had 6 double-digit winners in the contest as 
listed below. 
 

      WinP = 17%; ROI = 1.92.  
 

1. Thursday April 3,  BM-4; #6;  $13.60 
2. Friday April 4,    OP-6; #10, $24.00 
3. Friday April 4,    SA-8; #2,  $30.60 
4. Saturday, April 5, AQU-2;#7,  $14.00 
5. Saturday April 5,  BM-9; #10, $36.00 
6. Saturday April 5,  SA-11;#8,  $21.60 
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Tournament News 
KM's Orleans Tournament Diary 

 

Monday/Tuesday April 1 
I'm up late at home and preparing my final research for the tracks at the Orleans.  I won't bore the reader 
with too many technical details here, but my plan is to produce a 2-year report that gives me general 
longshot tendencies for each of the tournament tracks with some breakdown for distance/surface and 
class.  Then follow up on the data by looking at recent results from the last month or so.  For instance, 
HAW claiming sprints have been the most productive for high-priced winners over the last two years and 
that has been verified at the current meeting according to a 30-day follow up.  Grass races at SA, BM and 
GP are also good ones.  SA dirt routes along with nearly all dirt races at PIM and BM are the poorest 
performers.  OP has been a good track in previous years, but has been much more chalky during the 
2003 meet.  KEE is the toughest track to figure as the meetings are short in length with limited data and 
opening day will be on the Friday of the tournament.  
 
Even if there is strong tendency for longshots in a particular race situation, this doesn't mean we can nec-
essarily predict the winner with ease.  So the next step in my research is to study the results in a spread-
sheet and see if there is a pattern or definitive clue to the winners.  The K-rating is a backbone factor in 
this process.  If the $15+ winners are popping up with a top-5 K-ranking most of the time, then there is 
high probability of uncovering some other positive factors.  AQU (main track only) turned out to be the 
toughest nut to crack, with most of the longshot winners dropping very low on the (K) scale.  Oaklawn had 
been excellent for overlays among the high rated (K) horses in the past, but this year it seems the public 
has caught on and they were not paying as well.  On my printouts, I inserted a subjective number from 1-
9 for each race as to the its tendency for longshot predictability.  
 
Wednesday Afternoon 
I loaded up my car with the computer and all that paperwork and left for Vegas about 4pm.  The drive 
from my house (45 minutes east of L.A.) takes about 4 hours through the desert and is very pleasant on a 
warm evening when the traffic is light.  I get to my room about 9pm and head downstairs where several 
other HTR members are waiting.  Within an hour there are ten of us gathered at the Mardi Gras bar, all 
smiles and excited anticipation for the coming day.   
 
Thursday - 1st day of tournament 
I like to wait out the morning races and hope that the favorites dominate the early part of the cards.  Rac-
ing secretaries tend to slot the non-stakes short fields toward the beginning of the program nowadays in 
an effort to cluster the pick-6 and pick-4 toward the end of the card in hopes of a larger payoff and greater 
excitement.  So my strategy, which nearly always works, is to sit it out (lie in bed) and watch the races on 
the close-circuit at the Orleans.  However, I did run down and make a play in the first race at GP this day - 
I liked a horse a lot - but he lost to the favorite - I went back to my room to lie down again and learned my 
lesson.  My strategy proved correct again as chalk after chalk came in before noon.   I got to my seat 
around 12:30pm, just before another near calamity for this tournament.......   
 
At about 1pm, just about time for the first race at SA, the computers broke down.  Hundreds of people 
were waiting in line to make bets on several races and they were all shutout.  The outage lasted for a full 
hour and many were speculating that they might cancel the first day again as they had done in October.  
Anger was boiling, but they fixed it just before a riot erupted.  Cliff Hartnitt was one of the most unlucky 
due to this crisis.  He had a contest slip filled out for a bet at PIM right before the system blacked out, the 
horse he wanted to bet won and paid $29 - ouch! - very unfair.  They did comp his room after he com-
plained, but it certainly tarnished the tournament once again.  The reason it was unfair is that some peo-
ple did bet that horse early in the day and left and got credit.  But those that wanted to bet it at race time 
were out of luck and had no recourse but to stew in their own anger.  That winner was a very rare long-
shot on Thursday and could have made a major difference for some players.  Fine print in the Orleans 
rule book allows them complete domain on tournament actions and cannot be disputed. 
 
I picked two modest winners at SA and had 1400 points after day one.  A large number of people stood at 
zero after Thursday due to the fact that they played only horses 10/1 or higher and few came in.  A very 
low scoring day, yet the tenacious Hurrikane (Greg P) was the only player to surpass 4000 points and he 
won $3500 in daily money.  So that was a major celebration on Thursday night for our group! 
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Tournament News 
KM's Orleans Tournament Diary 

 

Day-2 Friday - Tournament 
 

I awake around 10am and watch the early races in bed.  Rooms were $60/night, by the way, and they are 
nicely appointed mini-suites at the Orleans, and include close circuit horse racing on the regular room 
television.  Opening day at KEE figured to be an opportunity for some prices, but my feeling was that 
even if longshots did come in, they would be unpredictable types.  The first race at KEE proved me 
wrong, a $29 winner that was tagged by team Tomcat (with John Buls and Ronnie Hopkins).  However, 
the rest of the races at KEE and the other tracks were fairly chalky, with one odd exception, the 5th at 
AQU.  This was a 6 horse field with 5 betting interests with the entry at 2/5 odds.  An improbable 30/1 
shot won it, but few tournament players had it.  The race was a bridge-jumper special too, as the entry 
finished out of the money and the show prices were astronomical.    
 

I reached my seat about 1pm on Friday, and some medium priced winners began to hit at OP and GP.  
Managed no wins on any of those races though but was saving most of bullets until the final races at SA 
and BM.  The late afternoon was very chalky at all locations, so the strategy of holding out until the bitter 
end was wise.  I hit the finale at BM at 6/1 and SA at 14/1.  That final race at SA (8th) winner was actually 
the second longest price of the entire day.  Almost all the HTR players had that $30 winner, so that was a 
real boost for a group at the end of Friday and we were looking strong going into the final day. 
 

Don Marconi, Cliff Hartnitt and I decided to go out on the town instead of going back to our rooms to study 
more handicapping data.  After two days of pure horseracing a breakaway is mandatory.  We visited the 
new Palms hotel and were surprised at a very large and wild bunch of young people congregating there.  
A cool modern race-book as well.  We pooled some money for $1 video poker and promptly hit 4 Aces for 
$800.  After returning to the Orleans we tried again and hit AAAA again for another $800.  Easy money - 
who needs horse races?   
 
Day-3 Saturday - Tournament 
 

I arrive about noon to the tournament room.  A few longshots had come in by then, including another 
short-field bomb at AQU.  My research about AQU had proven true, big longshots can happen, but they’re 
usually unpredictable.  No one I talked to played the AQU bomb.  Saving my bullets until the end was the 
correct strategy again, but this day I was unable to connect.  The longshots did hit at SA and BM late in 
the day as expected, but not for me.  Luckily Ernie tagged a 17/1 shot at BM in the 9th and then he 
grabbed the last at SA to propel himself into 9th place for the best HTR showing of the tournament.  Mike 
Mayo also hit that last race at SA (11th) and continued his consistent streak of cashing in at Vegas tour-
neys. 
 

Excuses are useless in tournaments.  Either you get the points or you don't.  An inch is a good as a mile.  
It could be mentioned that many players including myself were the victims of some extremely close pho-
tos on horses in the 20/1 to 30/1 range this day.  But it is futile to dwell on what might have been.  The 
entire dynamics and momentum of the tournament can change with one such winner, so the idea of 
counting the lost winner solely from ones own perspective is short-sighted.  I would guess at least 50 peo-
ple were shooting at a 20/1 we lost by a millimeter on Saturday at OP.  Tough luck.  I like Tommy Casti-
llo's Texas license plate: 00XQS (zero excuses).  These are not horses that we would normally bet heav-
ily with real money, they were Hail Mary attempts and fell incomplete, whether they lost by a nose or 30 
lengths back is not a distinction that matters.  The scoring was so low in this contest that no player should 
be lamenting anything but their own failure to tally a modest 7700 points for victory.  
 
I had a very enjoyable weekend even though I didn't cash a tournament check, did manage to break even 
on my hotel and entry fee expenses by winning some horse bets and video poker.  Lots of hardball horse 
talk and great camaraderie with our HTR players, a tremendous bunch of handicappers.  I'm really happy 
that Ernie picked up some serious money; he is always energetic and very helpful and congenial to every-
one.  I owe special thanks to Mike Mayo and Tommy C for setting me up and keeping me going despite 
my constant tardiness - the Dallas guys cashed again and continue their exceptionally consistent run at 
these tourneys.  Much appreciation to all the HTR people at the Orleans for their enthusiasm and friendli-
ness, a great bunch of men and women and hope we will all meet up again soon.  
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Handicapping Angles 
 

Turf to Dirt - Refresh or Regress? 
 

Turf to dirt: a myriad of possible reasons for the move.  Perhaps it is an audition for the grass runner to 
find out if it can deal with the dirt, maybe a necessary step to get a race or some experience, or possibly a 
very shrewd move by the trainer to refurbish the horse.  We'll find out this month how significant the 
move from turf-to-dirt can be for the handicapper.  Here are some thoughts on the turf-to-dirt move.   
 
• A regular dirt horse that has been moved to the turf for one or two starts without success, and then 

entered back to the dirt today, may well have been refreshed on purpose.  The grass is easier on legs, 
particularly sore feet and ankles.  A horse in reasonable form on the dirt may well rejuvenate in a start 
or two on the softer surface without losing his edge as those grass races were still competitive events, 
and may have helped the horse heal minor aches.  This is a fascinating and yet overlooked angle of a 
"working vacation" for a racehorse, we'll find out if it is worth a bet. 

 

• An older grass horse being tried on the dirt for the first time.  Perhaps the pedigree is the clue for the 
trainer to give the dirt a try if the grass efforts have been decent, particularly if the race is a stakes 
route.  But this move is usually associated with recent mediocre performances on grass and drop in 
class.  Class levels on the turf tend to be a glass ceiling as the races on grass are infrequent and 
reserved for the best thoroughbreds on the grounds at top tracks.  Maybe the horse just cannot con-
tend with the local turf competition and needs easier company so the switch to dirt is necessary to 
find a softer spot.  This is a tricky transition though.  On one hand the turf-to-dirt runner will probably 
rate kindly and be in good shape physically, but in many cases the pace is just too rapid and the horse 
cannot keep up in the early part of the race.  Many grass horses fight the dirt in their face and sulk on 
the harder surface as the joints take a much harder pounding.  

 

• Many grass horses end up "stuck" on the dirt with no prior intention of running on it.  Rain or other 
problems may force a scheduled grass race to the dirt.  The track will only allow a limited number of 
scratches so the race can be salvaged for bettors, so some well-intended turf entrants are "stuck" and 
forced to run on the main track, usually in the slop.  If you were a trainer or jockey, would you whip 
and splash your grass runner through a horrible experience in the goo?  In other cases, particularly in 
the winter when there is limited grass racing, acclimation races are given to a grass horse coming off 
a layoff.  These are designed for exercise and experience, not for the purse money.   

 

• European and other International quality grass stakes horses are trying the dirt more frequently in 
North America.  No doubt they understand the added value and attraction of a stallion that has won on 
both dirt and turf.  European turf stars have done very well in the Breeders Cup Classic over the 
years.  However, the Kentucky Derby has been the most elusive dirt prize for a 3yr grass star from 
across the pond.  So much so that the Sheiks built their own dirt course in Dubai to race and train for 
the Derby instead of sending their best sophomore colts to European grass stakes.  No success for the 
Arabs yet despite a clear targeting of the race each year. 

 
Testing the Angles 
After reading the above, you might already be thinking it is nearly impossible to run a mass-sample test 
on turf-to-dirt with any effectiveness.  Every situation has its own possible scenario and in some cases the 
switch to the dirt was not intentional (rain) yet would still show up in a data sample.  Trainer intention can 
be understood somewhat by looking at statistics "turf to dirt", but even that will fail for most as many 
cases described above are not cut-and-dried attempts to win the race.  On the other hand, many trainers, 
particularly on smaller circuits, are always looking for a crafty way to get a quick score.  On the major 
circuits there are powerhouse stables that switch quality turf runners to the dirt and win races all the time, 
including stakes.  As we will find from the statistics in this article, we need to keep awareness of this 
angle with the top trainers.  
 
We'll test a general sample to see what it brings and then a couple of spot plays with the turf to dirt angle 
and see if we can come up with something definitive for profits.  
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Systems and Angles 
Turf to Dirt Filters and Testing 

 

When a grass race is switched to the main track, it’s possible that all the entrants would qualify in the data 
sample with the turf-to-dirt angle.  Another problem is that turf horses coming off a long layoff will often 
get an exercise run on the dirt.  We need to put tight filters on our sample to avoid these issues.  My list of 
filters below should weed out 99% of these speculative situations.... 
 

• Eliminate all wet track races from the data sample. 
• Eliminate any field of less than 7 horses. 
• Eliminate races restricted for 2yr and 3yr to avoid lightly raced types and reduce volatility. 
• Eliminate those horses that have been laid off more than 4 months.  This will be tested separately. 
• Eliminate any race in which more than 2 horses are making the switch from turf to dirt.  This rule pre-

vents some legitimate races from being brought into the sample, but also gives us tighter control on 
the outcome we are attempting to analyze.  Our objective is to find a pattern of success or failure with 
horses making an intentional switch from turf to dirt, and later we want to find if a regular dirt runner 
benefits from a race or two on the grass.   

 
The final premise above cannot be understood by running a general sample on turf-to-dirt, even with the 
filters listed.  To discover if a regular dirt runners benefit from a race or two on the lawn will require a 
well-constructed spot-play, which we'll test at the end of this article. 
 
Older Horse Switching from Turf to Dirt   Layoff < 120days + Race Filters  1yr Data 
 

Horses          WinP     W+PP       WROI 
 

28,504          14.2%    26.5%      0.85 
 

I tested dozens of sub-categories to find key distinctions in the data. 
 

• Very little difference between sprint and route (today's dirt race distance). 
• The higher the win% of the trainer, the stronger the ROI became.  Trainer > 350, ROI = 0.95. 
• Claimers had much stronger results than Alw/Stk or Maiden races.  Alw race ROI under 0.75. 
• A drop in class showed a strong correlation - ROI over 0.90 for those dropping 2 levels - interesting. 
• The very worst performing sub-category was weak trainer (< 10% wins L365); ROI = 0.64. 
 

Analysis 
The trainer is a key component of this move and should be scrutinized further for "turf-to-dirt" experi-
ence, but it appears that the maneuver is bread and butter for strong trainers overall.  Horses moving from 
turf to dirt show the best results when dropping in class and racing in a claimer today.  The move from 
turf to dirt is not hopeless at higher levels, but success appears more difficult if the dirt foes being faced 
today are already tough and classy and consistent over the surface.  Anytime a horse is changing surface, 
distance or moving up in class, it faces a difficult assignment if the competition is already well-honed 
under the circumstances.      
 

Turf Horse to Dirt after a Layoff 
Next let's take a quick look at horses coming off a layoff and moving from turf to dirt.  Let's require that 
the horse's last 3 outings were on turf before this move takes place.  Many of the horses qualifying for this 
sample will be foreign shippers taking their first outing in North America.  This test used the same race 
filters as described above. 
 
Horse Switching from Turf L3 to Dirt  Layoff > 120days   1yr Sample 
 

Horses          WinP     W+PP      WROI 
 

1,194          10.2%    18.5%      0.69 
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Systems and Angles 
Turf to Dirt - Various Angles 

 

Analysis of Layoff to Turf to Dirt Test 
The test did not produce a very large sample and a terrible ROI.  But wait, don't dismiss the results just 
yet because the test horses returning to a dirt route after 3 grass races and then a layoff of 120-days or 
more actually produced a flat-bet profit with an ROI of 1.05!   Similar layoff grass horses returning to a 
sprint race show a horrible in ROI of 0.53.  The win rate for the routers was only about 12% though, so 
this indicates the angle had many pricey longshots.  The total sample size was under 500 for the routers, 
and the win percent so low, I'm inclined to take the results skeptically but would keep an eye on it if the 
trainer is highly rated and the odds are fair. 
 

The Turf Invigoration Angle 
The final test will attempt to quantify the most fascinating angle of the turf to dirt move.  That is when a 
regular dirt runner is given an outing or two on the grass and then returned to dirt.  The conditioning the-
ory here is that while the horse remains in active training, it is raced on the grass to help overcome a par-
ticular ailment or even just to alleviate staleness.  Races on the turf are slower paced, safer and easier on 
the legs and feet, and build stamina and strength in the horse.  In lieu of a layoff, this would seem to be a 
very shrewd training maneuver. 
 
My first concern with running a test on this angle is the fear of a small sample and non-indicative results.  
Best hope with this article on turf-to-dirt is to increase your awareness of when and why it is happening, 
rather than uncover a specific spot play to bet every time.  Yet we don't want to conjecture, so let's set it 
up as follows and see what happens......... 
 
• Use same race filters as in the previous tests. 
• Horse must have raced on dirt a minimum of 3 times and then switched to turf for one or two starts, 

now returns to the dirt.  
• Layoff 45 days or less. 
 
 

Regular Dirt Runner Switching from 1-Turf Race back to Dirt  Layoff < 45days 
 

Horses          WinP     W+PP      WROI 
 

936             09.3%    21.4%     0.51 

 
Regular Dirt Runner Switching from 2-Turf Races back to Dirt  Layoff < 45days 
 

Horses          WinP     W+PP      WROI 
 

487            05.6%    15.8%      0.43 
 

Uh-oh, what happened?  Big time money loser.  The theory of grass to dirt as restoration for the horse 
does not seem to hold any water.  Very diverse set of data though; we might be able to muster a silver 
lining in this cloud.   
 

• The trainer rating is the key. Trainers that rated below 200 points (that's usually below 10% wins) had 
a crushingly low composite ROI from the two tests of just 0.28 from a win rate of a paltry 3%.  The 
top trainers (rated over 350 or 20%+ wins) held out fine with an ROI of over 0.92 and a win rate 
about 15% with this move. 

 

• We didn't use any other handicapping methodology in this test, so the results are not indicative of 
valid contenders.  I separated those that were ML 5/1 or less and K1-2-3 and results were about 0.95 
ROI.  Also, those that rated-1 with PER (PL-5) showed a profit, ROI = 1.22.  Yet the sample sizes 
resulting from these separations were way too small for any confidence. 

 

Summary - a very mixed bag and certainly disappointing results for the tricky turf-to-dirt move overall.  
Most horses don't respond to it, yet the top trainers do use this move effectively from time to time.    
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Handicapping with Impact 
The RES Rating - Part I 

 
A discussion of the Resistance (RES) rating found in the Impact sections of HTR software:  Part I this 
month and more depth including test results in the May issue. Thanks to Glen Love for the suggestion. 
 
The RES rating measures the horse's final furlong speed.  This is the portion of the race that takes place 
from the Stretch Call to the Finish.  Always 1/8 mile or 660 feet.  Unlike the velocity Fr3 or Final Frac-
tion, the RES rating is consistent and same length at all distances.  Peruse the chart below for an interest-
ing comparison of the two measures of late speed.  Note the situations that require the RES to be esti-
mated, rather than precisely measured as the Fr3 feet-per-second always is.  The reason for estimation in 
some cases for the RES is that we are not afforded a timer call at in-between distances such as 6.5f or 
8.5f.  For example, at 6.0f the stretch-call is made at 5.0f, but at 6.5f, the stretch-call would be timed at 
5.5f and that is not taken at any racetrack.  Does this render the RES rating inaccurate at those distances?  
Somewhat, but not seriously as very logical estimations of the final 1/8 mile are possible after computing 
the final fraction velocity. 
 
Dist             RES Measurement             Fr3 Measurement 
 

4.5                3.5-Fin (1-fur) estimated      4.0-Fin (1/2 furlong) 
5.0                4.0-Fin (1-fur)                4.0-Fin (1 furlong) 
5.5                4.5-Fin (1-fur) estimated      4.0-Fin (1.5 furlongs) 
6.0                5.0-Fin (1-fur)                4.0-Fin (2.0 furlongs) 
6.5                5.5-Fin (1-fur) estimated      4.0-Fin (2.5 furlongs) 
7.0                6.0-Fin (1-fur)                4.0-Fin (3.0 furlongs) 
7.5                6.5-Fin (1-fur) estimated      4.0-Fin (3.5 furlongs) 
 
8.0                7.0-Fin (1-fur)                6.0-Fin (2.0 furlongs) 
8.2 or 8.3     7.2/7.3-Fin (1-fur) estimated      6.0-Fin (2.2 or 2.3 fur) 
8.5                7.5-Fin (1-fur) estimated      6.0-Fin (2.5 furlongs) 
9.0                8.0-Fin (1-fur)                6.0-Fin (3.0 furlongs) 
10.0               9.0-Fin (1-fur) estimated      6.0-Fin (4.0 furlongs) 
12.0              11.0-Fin (1-fur)                6.0-Fin (6.0 furlongs) 
 
Glen had asked me why the velocity Fr3 couldn't be split in two and provide feet-per-second (fps) ratings 
for the segment before and after the Stretch Call.  The reason that cannot be done is that velocity meas-
urements require a timer call at a specific portion of the race in order to compute.  The Beaten Lengths at 
the Stretch Call are always charted for us, however, we do not get a timer call at the Stretch pole at many 
common distances such as 6.5f or 8.5f.  I wouldn't want the inconsistency of seeing the extra fraction fps 
on some but not all of the races in the PP's.  The RES rating is extrapolated for those in-between distances 
and since it is a whole number, the margin of error is not considerable, but it is real.  Velocity measure-
ments are precise decimal measurements and should not be estimated.  
 
There is another problem with creating fps ratings from segments smaller than 2.0f as many of you have 
noticed when handicapping races at distances such as 4.5 or 5.0f.  The short final fraction tends to be dis-
torted dramatically.  This would also happen if we split a 6.0 furlong final fraction into two 1-furlong 
segments.  Instead of 50.00 fps for the final quarter mile on some horse, we might see 56.00 for 4.0f-5.0f 
segment and then 44.00 fps for the 5.0f - 6.0f finish segment.  Another horse might show 50.00 and 50.00 
for the same two portions and it would be difficult to ascertain which horse is really working harder.  
Then there is the issue of the jockey "letting up" on the horse in the stretch once hopelessly beaten, and 
we'll talk more about that in Part II in the May newsletter.   
 
At the seminar in August, I'll review and expand on the "rule of 50.00" and other concepts dealing with 
the transition phase and final segments of the race. This is a relatively unexplored area compared with 
early speed analysis.  Next month we'll test the RES vs. Fr3 and look at the advantages and disadvantages 
to both factors.    
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Data Research 
The HTR Awards for 2002  

 

First the Grammies, then the Oscars, and now the K-rating awards for last year's races.  I searched the 
database for the biggest, oddest and most shocking payoffs the K-rating could produce in 2002 (PL-5).  
Allow me brag a bit first about the performance of the K-rating in 2002......   
 

During 2002, the K-1 produced 49,161 plays from 49,159 races from class A, B, or C thoroughbred tracks (excluding 
the "D" group such as bush-tracks, hunt meets, mixed meets, and small fairs).  This means there were exactly 2 ties 
among the K-1's in a sample of nearly 50,000.  The win percentage was highly consistent 30% and the ROI an 
excellent 0.88 considering no filters were applied to the races - every single race regardless of conditions was tested 
in this sample.  Not to mention that every horse is rated with the (K) no matter what its circumstances, such as FTS or 
shippers from abroad.  This result leaves the K-rating relatively incomparable in the handicapping marketplace.    
 

Most Outrageous Overlay and top payoff for a K1 in 2002 
On Sept 26 at Great Lakes Downs (GLD-race7) a K1 (and Ev1) with a ML of 8/1 incredibly went to post 
at an astounding 50/1 odds!  I can't pinpoint the reason for the lack of betting on this very obvious runner.  
A quick look at its past-performances shows good form and the top Cramer speed figures in the race.  It 
was undoubtedly a very small straight wagering pool featuring two other horses that were bet down, 
though they were not below even money; apparently the winner was just completely overlooked by the 
bettors.  The aptly named "I Fool You Not" paid $102 and is certainly the play of the year for K1. 
 

Best Performance by a K1 in the Show Pool - thanks to the Bridge Jumper 
K1's rarely pay $14 to win - especially if it is a K110 or higher - if they do it is an eye opener and big 
overlay.  But on Sept 2 in the 1st at CRC, a K110 paid $14 to show when finishing 3rd in the 2yr race.  
This was one of several bridge jumper plays that occurred in 2002 and produced ridiculous show payoffs 
in small fields.  The worst performance by a bridge jumper may have been in the 8th at Monmouth on 
August 31.  A 5-horse field that drew $200,000+ into the show pool, but the favorite ran out of the money 
sending someone looking for a rope with a rock tied to the end. 
 

Best Exacta Box Payoff from a K1 + K2. 
August 25 in the 7th race at Hastings (HST - Vancouver, BC) paid $351 for a $1 exacta boxing the top 
two K ratings.  The top-2 K rated horses combined for winning exactas in about 15% of all races from the 
sample described above.  The ROI is hard to determine because there is a mix of tracks reporting $1 and 
$2 mutuel-price basis with the exacta, but a good guess is that it hovers around 0.90 - 0.95.  That's a two-
horse exacta box using K1+2.  In the HST exacta, the K-2 won it and paid $55 to win.      
 

Fr1 + Fr3 and the exacta box 
There were lots of 4 figure payoffs combining Fr1 rank 1,2 horses, but those are unusual to box with 
confidence.  More likely a two-horse exacta box would combine the early and the late.  Fr1 + Fr3 rank =1. 
Best $1 Exacta Box combining rFr1 = 1 and rFr3 = 1  SPT-9, March 16, 2002; paid $601.   
 

Best Cold Trifecta K1,2,3 
November 15 at Charles Town (CT-10) the K-1 wins it, the K-2 finishes 2nd, and the K-3 was third and 
the payoff was $732.  Andy Beyer once described hitting the trifecta cold (one combination) as similar to 
"making a hole-in-one in golf".  If you play the K-1+2+3 for a $1 bet in every available trifecta race, 
you'll hit over 2% of them, and that would be a far better percentage than you could hope to achieve 
golfing for the eagle on par-3 holes!  Actual statistics are 1,063 cold trifecta wins playing 1-2-3K straight 
in 41,197 attempts.  About 1 in 6 of these was a cold superfecta winner as well.  Studies have shown that 
the most profit efficient method of playing the tri' or the super' is to bet just one combination cold as there 
is no downside.  Best K1-2- 3 $2 Trifecta Box ($12 ticket) = $1604 at Churchill (CD-8) on May 10, 2002. 
 

Best Cold Horizontal Wager with K1? 
How often you would hit the pick3, pick4 and pick6 using the K1's only on a cold ticket is hard to deter-
mine as I don't store the race sequences and multi-race payoffs in my database.  Luckily users will often 
report such scores as "JimW" did on our discussion board in February.  Although I don't have a pick6 to 
report from 2002, the K1's ran the table on Feb 12, 2003 at AQU and paid $7,800 for a $2 ticket.   
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Seminar Registration 
HTR2003 Seminar Registration Form 

 

If you wish to attend the seminar, please fill out the form below and mail to Tom Wal-
ters with your check.  If you are coming in from out of town, use the information for the 
Holiday Inn Lexington North to call in your reservation. 
 
========================================================================== 
Yes I want to attend the HTR 2003 Seminar in Lexington July 31-Aug3 
 
 
Name(s)___________________________________________________________ 
 
(   ) Attend Seminar ($50 per single or couple) 
(   ) Reserve for trip to Overbrook Farm ($20 each person) 
 
[   ] Will be staying at the Holiday Inn in Lexington (see below) 
 

  [   ] Plan to compete in the Keeneland Handicapping Tournament 
 
 
Amount Enclosed $__________________________ 
 
 
Thank you and we look forward to seeing in Lexington this summer! 
Mail to Tom Walters; 105 Hillbrook Drive; Nicholasville, KY  40356 
========================================================================== 
 
Please be aware that the Overbrook Farm tour is limited to about 40 people.  We will be signing 
you up first come first serve according to receipt of this form.  Please mail early. 
 
Make check payable to Tom Walters and note "HTR Seminar" on the check. 
 

Tom Walters 
105 Hillbrook Dr. 
Nicholasville, KY  40356 
(859) 881-1221 
 
To get more information about the Holiday Inn Lexington-North visit their web site  
 

                                           www.hilexingtonnorth.com 
   
You need to call the hotel to reserve your room for the seminar at: (859) 233-0512.  
Please tell the operator you are reserving for the HTR Seminar and you will be booked 
for our group rate.  This is important because the meeting room facility for the speaking 
seminar is included in the $79/night rate.   
 
Want more information about travel to Lexington?  Call Visit KY at 1-800-849-3959 for 
a free magazine with information, photos and map of the area.  Or visit the website at 
www.visitlex.com 

www.hilexingtonnorth.com
www.visitlex.com
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.  Late News – Seminar /Tournaments / HTR People in the News 
 

If you are firm on attending the seminar - please use the form on page 11 and 
reserve early to insure get in on the Overbrook Farm tour.  However, if you are not 
sure at this time if you are able to go, it won't be a problem to sign up and pay later 
for the presentation portion of the event - there is no limit on attendance to the 
speaking seminar and the other side trips.  All interested horseplayers are invited; 
the seminar is not exclusive to HTR subscribers, so ask a friend or bring your 
spouse; it will be a memorable experience in Lexington! 
 

HTR2001 Software update for April is a minor refurbish and bug fix.  Added the 
<F> filter (Donnie's 'Easter Egg') to the PPQ and FIG2 screens.  I tried to add it to 
the PP1 and PP2 but it kept crashing so I disabled it.  The HX4 does not add any 
new fields, but I wrote code to determine the actual betting favorite and it is desig-
nated in Field#77.  Please read the updated HX4.txt for the details. 
 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 
 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 

www.homebased2.com/km
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